Wilsonart Decorative Metals are GreenGUARD® Indoor Air Quality Certified.

Put a spotlight on drama.

WILSONART DECORATIVE METALS

Product Description
Wilsonart Decorative Metals are designed for vertical interior or ceiling applications where a special accent is required or a special mood is desired.

Product Composition and Availability

Type 401
A-Look Mirror Quality Decorative Metal panels consist of two thin skins of aluminum alloy continuously bonded to a thermoplastic core, then electroplated in a chrome finish.

Type 414
A 28-gauge steel sheet featuring a Galvalume® finish. The steel is coated with an aluminum-zinc alloy with a clear acrylic coating on both sides. The metal features a decorative faceted finish on both sides — usable 2 sides (protective film applied on one side only). Steel fabrication tools are required. Facet size may vary.

Type 416
Artisan Group non-anodized aluminum alloy panels feature textured designs in five patterns applied from border to border, creating a dimensional appearance. Panels are coated with a clear polyester resin to prevent oxidation and protect the beauty of the design.

Type 418
A solid sheet of aluminum is produced with a decorative, anodized finish and color. The other side is prepared to facilitate bonding to a suitable substrate. (Keep this surface free of grease, oil, or other contaminants.)

Basic Limitations:
All decorative metals are designed for interior applications. Galvalume/Type 414 can be used for exterior applications. Horizontal applications are not recommended.

Fabrication and Assembly
For comprehensive fabrication instructions, consult the Decorative Metals Fabrication Manual (BC0406).

TECHNICAL DATA AND WARRANTY
Please visit wilsonartcontract.com for complete technical data, product availability, care and maintenance, and warranty information.

About Wilsonart® Contract
Serving the design and specifications community, Wilsonart® Contract is the resource for our exclusive line of high performance commercial products, including Wilsonart® Contract Laminate, Wilsonart® Contract Resinfix, and the Wilsonart® Contract Portfolio, comprising Wilsonart® Decorative Metals, Wilsonart® Solid Surface, Wilsonart® Solid Phenolic Core (SPC) panels, and Wilsonart® TFM. Wilsonart International, based in Temple, Texas, is a leading manufacturer of decorative surfacing products. For more information on Wilsonart Contract, please call our Customer Service Smartline at 1-800-433-3222 or visit wilsonartcontract.com.
Reflecting on style

The Wilsonart® Decorative Metals collection is the hi-tech hybrid of industrial flair and sophisticated design. Whether used for vertical or ceiling applications or as accent banding on countertops, the Wilsonart Decorative Metals line is surprisingly adaptable and virtually unbreakable. Available in mirror finish, anodized and non-anodized aluminum, the uses and effects of Wilsonart Decorative Metals are only limited by one thing. Your ideas.

*Not available with phenolic backer.
°Facet size may vary.
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Wilsonart Decorative Metals are designed for vertical interior or ceiling applications where a special accent is required or a special mood is desired.

Product Composition and Availability

**Type 401**
A-Look Mirror Quality Decorative Metal panels consist of two thin skins of aluminum alloy continuously bonded to a thermoplastic core, then electroplated in a chrome finish.

**Type 414**
A 26-gauge steel sheet featuring a Galvalume® finish. The steel is coated with an aluminum-zinc alloy with a clear acrylic coating on both sides. The metal features a decorative faceted finish on both sides — usable 2 sides (protective film applied one side only). Steel fabrication tools are required. Facet size may vary.

**Type 416**
Artisan Group: non-anodized aluminum alloy panels feature textured designs in five patterns applied from border to border, creating a dimensional appearance. Panels are coated with a clear polyester resin to prevent oxidation and protect the beauty of the design.

**Type 418**
Anodized and decorative aluminum (Types 419 and 416) are bonded to a phenolic backer for fabrication following HPDL techniques for flat surfaces only. NO EDGE TRIM OR TRIPS.

**Type 419**
A solid sheet of aluminum is produced with a decorative, anodized finish and color. The other side is prepared to facilitate bonding to a suitable substrate. (Keep this surface free of grease, oil, or other contaminants.)

Basic Limitations:
- All decorative metals are designed for interior applications.
- Galvalume/Type 414 can be used for exterior applications.
- Horizontal applications are not recommended.

Fabrication and Assembly
For comprehensive fabrication instructions, consult the Decorative Metals Fabrication Manual (BR0406).

TECHNICAL DATA AND WARRANTY
For complete technical data, product availability, care and maintenance, and warranty information, please visit wilsonartcontract.com.

Wilsonart Decorative Metals are GREENGUARD® Indoor Air Quality Certified.

About Wilsonart® Contract
Serving the design and specifications community, Wilsonart® Contract is the resource for our exclusive line of high performance commercial products, including Wilsonart® Contract Laminate, Wilsonart® Contract Resinite, and the Wilsonart® Contract Portfolio, comprising Wilsonart® Decorative Metals, Wilsonart® Solid Surface, Wilsonart® Solid Phenolic Core (SPC) panels, and Wilsonart® TFM. Wilsonart International, based in Temple, Texas, is a leading manufacturer of decorative surfacing products. For more information on Wilsonart Contract, please call our Customer Service Smartline at 1-800-433-3222 or visit wilsonartcontract.com.